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The DURATAIN ® Story

Started in 1988 by Wade Weiss with the help of his dad who
worked for Holiday Rambler and grand father, a chemical engineer
specializing in coatings with Boeing Aircraft and NASA. Duratain’s
RV coatings were developed to fill the needs of RV owners wanting
to preserve and protect their coaches. We manufacture, install and
service all of our products. Duratain® is a family operated company in a
cottage industry so we take customer service to heart!
Our VC protective coatings carry a National 5/10 repair or replace factory
warranty. Duratains legendary factory service vans keep on site customer
service from becoming “a thing of the past.”
If you have questions about Duratain® call us at 866-500-5054 or
email us at wweiss@duratain.com.
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VC-1 Exterior Protective Coating

• No waxing

• No premature fading
• No black streak staining

VC-1 Duratain® Install

• No bug stains
• Less washing
• 5 year repair, replace warranty

Less Maintenance
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VC-1 Frequently Asked Questions
Q: How often do I need to wax my RV?
Your RV contains no protective coatings or wax from the factory. So you
will need to wax it after the fist 90 days from your build date. Manufacturers
recommend waxing every 3 months thereafter. Once coated with Duratains semipermanent barrier you will only need to wax once every 5 years!
Q: Is Duratain® VC-1 a clear coating?
No, VC-1 is a semi permanent protective Polymer coating
similar to ones used in commercial applications. Clear
coating is “clear paint” and needs protection.
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Q: Will VC-1 stop black streak staining and fading?
Yes, VC-1 Duratain® Coating will stop black streak staining and resist fading.

Q) How do I wash my RV after it has been coated?
No special care for Duratain® will be needed as VC-1 is not a topical application that will
wash off with soap such as a wax will. Duratain® coating will reduce you having to wash
with soap and in most cases you will be able to wipe the dirt away with water and a brush.
When soap is needed the use of a good RV soap or a multipurpose cleaner is acceptable
and will not remove the Duratain® coating like it would a wax.
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VC-2 Textile Coating

• Stops staining

• Makes cleaning easier
• Lengthens life of carpets and textiles by 50%
• Safe, Safe Safe! No off-gassing
• Undetectable to sight, smell and feel
• 5 year, repair or replace guarantee!
• Re-sprayable for life
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VC-2 Frequently Asked Questions
Q: is VC-2 safe for kids and pets?
Yes, VC-2 is formulated for use in the tight spaces of your RV. We use a process
called “plasticization” that dries and bonds to your textiles creating a undetectable
safe barrier. This same type of treatment protects materials used in medial
applications with no “off gassing,” it’s safe for kids, pets and the hyper allergenic.
Q: Do you just use VC-2 on my carpets and chairs?
No, Duratain® treats all textiles used in your RV. This would include items like,
day night blinds, valences, head liners, wall panels, carpets, furniture and
upholstered bedding.
Q: What do you warranty against?
We guarantee, accidents don’t become permanent! Duratain® Warranty’s VC-2 will stop
stain damage from your textiles primary enemies, including food and drink along with pet
and human wastes with a 5 year repair or replace guarantee. See warranty for details.
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VC-3 Awning, Leather & Vinyl Coating

• Creates a cleanable surface

• Lengthens life of material
• Preserves color
• Resists cracking and fading
• Guaranteed 5 years
• Re-sprayable for life
• Prevents mold staining
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VC-3 Frequently Asked Questions
Q: Will VC-3 help with mold on my awning?
Yes. Duratain® VC-3 contains mold inhibitors that protects against mold and
mildew eliminating permanent staining and creating a easily cleanable surface.
Q: My trailer is equipped with vinyl or leather chairs, will you treat them
as well?
Yes. Duratain® will treat all vinyl and leather fabrics used in the building of your RV.
Q: Will VC-3 help stop leather from cracking.
Yes, but remember leather cracking is normal and in many cases is part of the look.
VC-3 will hold in the leather’s natural oils and prevent it from prematurely cracking,
fading and drying out.
Q: What is the number one benefit of treating my tent trailer?
Treating your tent trailer with Duratain® offers many benefits, however creating a
cleanable stain resistant surface is number one in my book.
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VC-4 Shielded Undercoating

• Protects plastic parts from temperature and road damage
• Seals joints and seams, keeping bugs and dust out
• Stops structural corrosion by creating a dry
shielded coating, stopping stray electrical current
• Permanently protects grounding straps
• Insulates exposed water lines and joints
• Meets or exceeds military specifications
• Federal Specs. TT-C-520B
• Guaranteed 10 years
• Re-sprayable for life
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VC-4 Frequently Asked Questions
Q: I am buying a trailer, do I need this?
Yes, manufacturers need to build light weight towables to match up with
newer fuel efficient environmentally friendly cars and trucks. In order to do
this the use of dissimilar light weight metals is necessary. These metals need
to be protected to prevent premature failure.
Q: Why is this not done at the factory?
You are buying a Recreational Vehicle not a commercial vehicle. In order
to keep manufacturing costs low Duratain® is offered as a option and not
standard equipment.
Q: Is every thing under my RV coated?
No, every RV is different, our factory trained installer will know just what to coat
and not to coat for your RVs best protection.
Q: What If I have a hitch installed or an area repaired after the VC-4 is installed?
Just call Duratain® and set up an appointment for a inspection and re-spray. As long
as you are within your 10 year warranty period their is no charge for this service.
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Saving you money with Duratain:
Is it worth it? You decide.
®

Duratain® can play a major role in helping keep your unit in excellent
condition while you own it and saving you money down the road, when you
decide to trade in. Add to this the beauty of driving an RV that continues to
look new with less maintenance time and no waxing — and you can’t lose.
Top Reasons Our Customers
Choose Duratain®
✔ Helps retain “excellent” value at
trade-in.
✔ Pride of ownership: enjoying the
“new RV look” for longer.
✔ Avoiding the hassles and cost of
repainting, rust, and stains.
✔ A strong guarantee from a company
in business since 1988.

The Cost of Doing Nothing
A 27 ft. trailer will get between $2000-$3000 more
at trade in if in excellent condition. Duratain® will
protect you from the following types of expenses:
✔ Repainting your unit due to oxidation.
This can cost 3x more than an application
of Duratain® coating.
✔ Stained carpets, cushions, and window
treatments ruin the beauty of your interior and
cleaning or replacing them adds up in a hurry.
✔ Replacing awnings — they get the most
exposure to harsh elements.
✔ Rust damage to the undercarriage can render
your unit worthless and potentially unsafe. After
all, a home is only as good as its foundation.
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